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Love, in Its Guises, Rebounding 
David Dorfman and Company With ‘Come, and Back Again’ 
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One thing is certain about David Dorfman’s “Come, and Back Again”: the show has heart. This 

hourlong dance production, which made its New York debut at the Brooklyn Academy of 

Music’s Harvey Theater on Wednesday, features monologues about love and grandmothers. It 

has video projections of the heart shapes found on the stationery of young girls. I’ve never seen a 

show with more hugging. 

http://www.daviddorfmandance.org/


After Mr. Dorfman’s recent works about the Weather Underground and John Brown, “Come, 

and Back Again” represents a return to the more personal approach of his poignant 2004 piece 

“Lightbulb Theory.” Here, he begins by contrasting himself with his deceased father, who was 

immaculately organized. “I’m such a mess,” he says, explaining how he can’t discard plastic 

bags or theatrical programs. “They’re too precious.” 

Some messes are compelling. “Come, and Back Again” draws upon the songs of the 1990s 

underground Atlanta rock band Smoke, whose frontman, known as Benjamin, could distill his 

own exceedingly messy life into heartbreaking music. An onstage band, directed by Sam 

Crawford, convincingly evokes the Smoke sound: guitar and drums, but also cello, cornet and 

banjo. 

Along with Jonah Emerson-Bell’s set, a junkyard caked in white paint, the band is the best part 

of the show. Aaron Diskin, honoring Benjamin’s sartorial preferences with a bustier, captures 

some of the singer’s raspy charisma. After the one brief time he’s let loose center stage, you 

want to yell, “Come back!” 

The four dancers who join Mr. Dorfman are daredevils who hurl themselves into the air and 

buckle and twist before crashing. Whitney Tucker repeatedly knocks down Raja Kelly with 

flying moves a professional wrestler might envy. Karl Rogers flings his big body with whirlwind 

force. But, as with “Prophets of Funk,” a 2011 tribute to Sly and the Family Stone, Mr. Dorfman 

seems to have chosen music he admires but whose power he can’t fully tap. 

The choreography is less of a mess than an unedited collection of Mr. Dorfman’s pet steps, too 

precious to him. The way the dancers keep tossing one another around and crossing paths seems 

to expose a poverty of invention rather than a design. There are as many high kicks as hugs. 

The presence of Mr. Dorfman, 57, gives the work more weight. Mortality is clearly on his mind. 

Moving with his younger dancers, he sometimes lets them continue without him or slowly waves 

at them, as in parting. Bits of his solos express a rage against the dying of the light that the work 

needs more of. Compulsively flapping his arms, he reflects that being able to “do this forever” 

would be good and bad. 

But the piece’s other conceits — the dancers saying, “It’s time to go” or “I never want to go” as 

they repeat choreography; a mathematical formula for love — trivialize its themes and music. 

The participation of Mr. Dorfman’s wife, the dancer and choreographer Lisa Race, and their son, 

Sam, 12, are further missed opportunities, cute instead of affecting. At the end, he promises his 

wife that he’ll clean up his mess. Would that he had made more of one. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/10/06/arts/dance/for-the-choreographer-david-dorfman-its-now-personal.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaSLSCXOZLQ

